Red Head to Toe
KOKET turns up the heat for fall with fashion’s latest color, red.

KOKET is back for the fall season with the fashion world’s hottest new hue: red. As seen on the
runways by world renowned designers such as Versace, Prada, Dolce & Gabbana and more, the
crimson color is expected to be frequently seen this fall and winter season.
Red is the color of passion, strength and power. It evokes feelings of excitement and
empowerment much like KOKET’s statement pieces.
Always in touch with the fashion world, KOKET designs are inspired by Paris and Milan fashion
weeks. The Guilty Pleasures collection takes fashion design aesthetics and applies them to the
pieces to produce luxurious and tantalizing case goods, upholstery and lighting.
This fall, several of KOKET’s pieces will be specially featured in scarlet fabrics and finishes.
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Several of KOKET’s upholstery items will be available in red fabrics. The classic and curvy Nessa
chair and sofa, the 1950’s Hollywood starlet Desire chair and sofa, the provocative and elegant
Ignite bench, and the feminine and sleek Geisha chair and sofa will be among the pieces
available in red satins and velvets.
Upholstery items are not the only pieces getting a red makeover. The Gem table lamp will
contain a ruby red gem in the center. The Brilliance sconce will showcase a red agate stone slice
in the center of the sunburst. The Revè mirror’s center mirror will be skirted with a red frame
and gold accents.
KOKET has the innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees through its collections. Every
piece is hand crafted by master artisans who leave no detail or element forgotten, ensuring a
high quality product. Step into the world of KOKET, and prepare to never want to leave.
With Love,
The KOKET Team
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GEISHA | SOFA

GEM | TABLE LAMP
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GEISHA | CHAIR

RÊVE | MIRROR

IGNITE
| BENCH
EXOTICA
| DESK

BRILLIANCE | SCONCE

NESSA | CHAIR
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